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Abstract—Address autoconfiguration is an important issue for
ad hoc networks in order to provide autonomous networking
and self-management. The IP address assignment for ad hoc
nodes requires a distributed procedure that resolves all the
address collisions in a dynamic network with fading channels,
frequent partitions, and joining/leaving nodes. We propose a
filter-based addressing protocol for autoconfiguration of mobile
ad hoc networks that is lightweight and robust to packet losses.
We present a probabilistic analysis of address collisions and
discuss filters functionalities in the address autoconfiguration. We
evaluate the performance of our protocol for static and mobile
scenarios, considering joining nodes and partition mergings.
Simulation results show that our protocol resolves all the address
collisions and reduces up to 22 times the control traffic when
compared to the other addressing protocols.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Mobile ad hoc networks are envisioned to have dynamic
multi-hop topologies which are likely composed of bandwidthconstrained wireless links. These networks are independent of
any fixed infrastructure or centralized administration, which
makes them attractive to many applications, such as sensoring,
Internet access to deprived communities and disaster recovering. On the other hand, ad hoc network protocols have to
deal with limited resources, such as bandwidth and energy, the
shared medium, and high bit error rates due to the properties of
the wireless channel [1]. Moreover, partitions are also usual in
these networks, because network topology frequently changes.
The self-organization nature of ad hoc networks brings
new challenges to IP address assignment. If a node lacks
an IP address, it becomes non-operational, because the connectivity in current ad hoc networks depends upon using
the IP address as the node identifier. In order to support
spontaneous networking, the address assignment should be
autonomous. Mechanisms like Dynamic Host Configuration
Protocol (DHCP) are conflicted with concepts of ad hoc
networks, because these networks aim to configure the whole
network automatically, without any kind of server and dealing
with partition mergings. Therefore, ad hoc networks require a
distributed self-configuration mechanism to allocate addresses.
In this paper, we propose a novel and efficient approach
called Filter-based Addressing Protocol (FAP). The proposed
protocol autoconfigures addresses according to the current set
of addresses assigned to network nodes. This set of addresses
is represented in a compacted fashion using filters, which
assure the univocal configuration of the joining nodes in

the network and the detection of address collisions after the
merging of several partitions. With the filters, any node can
check if an address is available before trying to allocate it.
Also, a node can check if the hash of its filter is the same of
the hash of the filter of its neighbors, to identify partitions.
Therefore, the filters reduce the control overhead and allow
an accurate detection of partition mergings. This is important
because the higher the control overhead, the less the lifetime
of nodes and the less the available bandwidth to send data.
The procedures of FAP assure the correct update of states in
each node in a distributive way with no address collisions.
The analysis and the simulation experiments show that FAP
achieves low complexity, low storage, low communication
overhead and low latency, resolving address collisions in a
timely manner.
The paper is structured as follows. Related research efforts
concerning addressing in ad hoc networks are introduced in
Section II. The proposed protocol is detailed in Section III and
the performance of FAP is analytically evaluated in Section IV.
Besides, we performed a simulation described in Section V.
Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The absence of servers hinders the use of centralized
addressing in ad hoc networks. In distributed addressing
schemes, however, it is hard is to avoid duplicated addresses,
because a random choice of addresses by each node would
cause a high collision probability [2].
The IETF Zeroconf working group proposes a hardwarebased addressing [3], which assigns an IP address to a node
based on the device MAC address. Nevertheless, this addressing scheme has privacy problems. The use of MAC addresses
as IP suffix implies a fixed interface identifier, which makes
possible the identification and the correlation of different
activities of a given user by a sniffer strategically placed on a
link [4]. Besides, if the number of devices is greater than the
address space, this proposal cannot be used. We also cannot
guarantee that all nodes and interfaces contain unique IEEE
MAC identifiers and these identifiers can be easily changed.
Stateless proposals to autoconfigure IP addresses in ad hoc
networks are typically based on a distributed protocol called
Duplicate Address Detection (DAD) [5]. In this protocol,
every joining node randomly chooses an address and floods
the network with an Address Request message (AREQ) for

a number of times. If another node has already chosen the
same address, it sends an Address Reply message (AREP)
to the joining node. If the joining node receives an AREP,
it randomly chooses another address and repeats the flooding process. Otherwise, it allocates the chosen address. This
proposal, however, does not handle network partitions and,
as a consequence, does not fit well for ad hoc networks.
Extensions to DAD were proposed taking into account network
partitions, using Hello messages and network identifiers. These
identifiers are random numbers that identify each network
partition. A group of nodes changes its network identifier
whenever it identifies a partition or a merging of the network.
The network identifiers are required because nodes cannot
change the network prefix when network partitions occur,
because nodes are still connected to the same domain, even
though they are temporarily disconnected from each other.
Therefore, the network identifiers work as partition identifiers.
Fan and Subramani propose a protocol based on DAD to detect
network mergings whenever a node receives a Hello with a
network identifier different from its own identifier or when the
neighbor set of any node changes [6]. Fazio et al. also propose
a protocol based on network identifiers, but their proposal
works in a reactive fashion [7]. Instead of sending AREQs
and AREPs every time a node joins the network or when
a network merging is identified, the protocol only identifies
collisions when data exchange is required. Although it reduces
the number of control messages, the reactivity of the protocol
causes a delay on data transmission. Besides, this protocol
only applies for reactive routing protocols, because, in proactive routing protocols, the routes are calculated in advance
and the existence of address collisions would cause wrong
choice of routes.
Other proposals use routing information to detect collisions
[8], [9]. Weak DAD, for instance, proposes to route packets
correctly even if there is some address collision. In this
protocol, every node is identified by the IP and a key. DAD
is realized among neighbors and collisions among the other
nodes are identified by information of the routing protocol. If
some nodes choose the same IP and key, however, the collision
is not detected. Besides, Weak DAD is a specific solution for
some routing protocols.
Stateful protocols were proposed to reduce the control load
and also to improve the performance on network merging
detection or on the address reallocation. In these protocols,
nodes store a data structure to accomplish the addressing.
In MANETconf [10], nodes store two lists of the addresses:
allocated IP list and allocated-pending list. In this protocol, all
nodes must approve the address for a joining node before the
allocation. Hence, when a joining node asks for an address to
another node, this node chooses an available address, stores
it on the allocated-pending list, and floods the network. If
all network nodes positively answer the request for address
allocation, the node notify the address to the joining node,
moves the address to the allocated address list, and floods
the network again to confirm the address allocation. Because
of the query to all network nodes, this protocol handles the

address reallocation, but the partition detection depends on
periodic flooding. Therefore, this protocol can correctly detect
partitions and can reallocate addresses, but it incurs in a large
number of control messages and nodes are required to have a
high storage capacity.
Another stateful protocol is the Dynamic Address assignment Protocol in mobile ad-hoc networks (DAP) [11], which
is based on the allocation of available address sets for each
node, on Hellos, and on network identifiers. In DAP, a node
subdivides its available address set with a joining node whenever it is argued for an address by the joining node. When
a node has an empty address set, it asks for an address set
reallocation. This reallocation and the detection that a given
address is not being used anymore can cause a high control
load in the network, depending on how the addresses are
distributed among nodes. The main problem of this proposal
is the partition merging procedure, which is based on the
network identifiers. These identifiers give no information about
the current set of nodes in each partition and, hence, are not
suitable partition identifiers. DAP requires the use of DAD in
partition mergings not only for the allocated addresses, but also
for the available address list stored in each node, increasing
the control load. Another problem is that these lists are not
always sequential, requiring nodes with high storage capacity.
Prophet [12] proposes an address allocation based on a
pseudo-random function with high entropy. The first node in
the network, called prophet, chooses a seed for a random sequence and assigns addresses to any joining node that contacts
it. The joining nodes start to assign addresses to other nodes
from different points of the random sequence, constructing
an address assignment tree. The protocol generates a low
control load, because it does not need any flooding message.
Prophet, however, requires an address space much larger than
the previous protocols to support the same number of nodes in
the network. Besides, it depends on the quality of the pseudorandom generator to avoid duplicated address. Therefore, it
needs an algorithm, like DAD, to detect duplicated addresses,
which increases the protocol complexity and eliminates the
advantage of a low message overhead.
Our proposal aims to reduce the control load and to improve
partition merging detections without requiring nodes with a
high storage capacity. These objectives are achieved through
small filters and an accurate distributed mechanism to update
the states in nodes. We use a filter signature, which is a hash
of the filter, to identify partitions instead of using network
identifiers. Whereas network identifiers are only identifiers
randomly chosen by the nodes, the filter signature represents
all the nodes in the partition, which improves the capacity to
correctly detect partitions in our protocol and, also, increases
the robustness to message losses.
III. F ILTER - BASED A DDRESSING P ROTOCOL (FAP)
The proposed protocol aims to dynamically autoconfigure
addresses, identifying and solving addresses collisions with
a low control load, even when there are nodes joining the
network or partition mergings. To attain all these objectives,

the Filter-based Addressing Protocol (FAP) uses filters as data
structure to compactly represent the current set of allocated
addresses. With filters, the partition detection becomes easier
and the number of control messages is reduced. We also use
the hash of the filter, denoted filter signature, as a partition
identifier. The filter signature represents a set of nodes, and
thus fits well for easily detecting partitions on the network. The
filters and their signatures also increase protocol robustness.
We propose the use of two different filters, depending on the
scenario. The first structure is a Bloom filter, which is based
on hash functions. The second one is a Sequence filter, which
compresses data based on the address sequence.
A. Bloom Filters
Bloom filters are a data structure with high compression
capacity, used on many applications, like IP traceback [13]
and web cache [14]. A Bloom filter is a vector of m bits
representing a set A = {a1 , a2 , a3 , . . . , an } composed of n
elements. The elements are inserted in the filter through a
set of independents hash functions (h1 , h2 , . . . , hk ) whose
outputs are uniformly distributed over m bits. Firstly, the bit
vector is set to zero. After that, each element ai ∈ A is hashed
by each of the k hash functions, which result represents a
position to be set as 1 on the m bit vector, as shown on
Fig. 1. To verify if an element aj belongs to A, we check
whether the bits of the array corresponding to the positions
h1 (aj ), h2 (aj ), . . . , hk (aj ) are all set to 1. If at least one bit
is set to 0, then aj is not on the filter. On the contrary, it is
assumed that the element belongs to A. There is, however, a
probability of false-positives. By the probability of a bit to be
0 after the insertion of n elements, P0 , given by

kn
1
P0 = 1 −
,
(1)
m
we obtain the false-positive probability, Pf p , given by


kn k
1
k
Pf p = (1 − P0 ) = 1 − 1 −
.
m

(2)

To remove elements from the filter, a counter for each bit of
the filter is introduced, as shown in Fig. 2. Each 
counter, ci ,
m−1
ci /k
shows the number of times each bit was set, and 0
gives the number of elements on the filter. In [14], the authors
show that the probability of a counter be greater or equal to
i, P (c ≥ i), is given by

i
e·n·k
.
(4)
P (c ≥ i) ≤ m
i·m
To avoid false-negatives, it is necessary to guarantee that the
counters do not overflow. Supposing 4-bit counters (i = 16),
a false-positive ratio of 5% and the corresponding ideal k,
the overflow probability is lower than m · 10−12 , which is
considered negligible.
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B. Sequence Filters
We propose another structure to store and compact addresses
based on the sequence of the addresses called Sequence filter.
In this filter, each address suffix is represented by one bit. The
position of the bit in the filter determines the address suffix,
as shown on Fig. 3. Therefore, there is no false-positive or
false-negative in the Sequence filter. The procedure to insert
an element on the filter is depicted on Fig. 4.
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Eq. 2 shows that the false-positive probability decreases
when the number of elements, n, of set A is decreased or the
size of the filter, m, is increased. Besides, by the derivative
of Eq. 2, we obtain the value of k that minimizes the falsepositive probability, which is given by
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Insertion of elements in the Sequence filter.

C. Bloom Filter × Sequence Filter
We use filters in the addressing to compact the list of
allocated addresses. When a node joins the network, it requests
to a neighbor the address filter, randomly chooses an address
and check in filter whether this address is allocated. If the
address is on the filter, the node chooses another address.
Otherwise, the node knows that this address is available. Then,
the node allocates to itself the address and floods the network
with this information. While DAD [5] based protocols flood
the network every time they receive an address reply indicating
an address collision, the proposed protocol floods the network
only one time when there is a joining node. The filters also
simplify the network partition detection when compared to
the use of network identifiers. With FAP, a network partition
is identified when neighbors have different filters, because
different filters indicate different sets of nodes. Besides, the
nodes can estimate the number of nodes in each partition with
the filters and only the nodes on the smaller partition with
collided addresses must change their addresses. In DAD based
protocols, all nodes must check their addresses for collisions.
Consequently, our proposal improves the efficiency in the
address allocation, reduces the control load and simplifies the
network partition identification.
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Bloom filter may be positive. Therefore, with Bloom filters,
we must choose an acceptable false-positive threshold. If we
choose a false-positive probability of ≈ 0.05, the relation
among the number of bits in the filter (m) and the number of
inserted elements (n) is m/n = 6 and the ideal number of hash
functions is 4, according to equations 2 and 3. Hence, the size
of the Bloom filter with counters is m = 6·n·4. The higher the
number of allocated addresses represented in the Bloom filter,
n, the higher the false-positive probability. Therefore, the size
of the Bloom filter is not determined by the address space, but
by the number of elements to be inserted in the filter, which
is the average number of active nodes in the network. On the
other hand, the Sequence filter is deterministic and do not
create false-positives or false-negatives. In the Sequence filter,
it is easier to check if some address was already allocated. The
size of this filter only depends on the size of the address space,
r, and on the address size, As . Hence, the number of bits in
the Sequence filter is given by m = As + r. Figures 5 and 6
show the size of both filters according to the size of the
address space and the average number of allocated addresses,
supposing IPv4 address, a false-positive probability of 5% for
the Bloom filter, and the use of an ideal k, which means that
m/n = 6 and k = 4. By the figures, we observe that the filters
apply for different scenarios. While Bloom filter is suitable for
an extensive address space and a small number of allocated
addresses, the Sequence filter is adequate to a narrow address
space.
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Fig. 6. Size of the filters in function of the number of elements, supposing
5% of false-positives for the Bloom filter.

Both Bloom and Sequence filters avoid false-negatives,
which means that an address check of an element that was
inserted on the filter will always be positive. On the Bloom
filter, however, there is a false-positive probability. Hence, an
address check of an element that was not inserted on the

We now detail the main procedures of FAP and how the
address filters are used in the protocol.
1) Network Initialization: The network initialization procedure deals with the autoconfiguration of the initial set of
nodes. Network initialization can be gradual, with a long
interval between the ingresses of nodes, or all nodes may
join the network approximately at the same time. Address
allocation protocols must work independently of the network
initialization style, but many protocols suppose that there is
a great interval between the first node ingress and the second
node ingress. An example is the protocol proposed by Fan and
Subramani [6], in which the first node must be alone to choose
a network identifier. The next joining nodes will be handled
as joining nodes by the first node. FAP works with gradual
and non-gradual ingress, using Hello and Address Requests
(AREQs) messages, shown in Figures 7(a) and 7(b).
In FAP, a joining node listens to the medium for a period
TO . If the node does not listen to any Hello, it randomly
chooses an address with respect to the bits of the network
prefix and starts the network initialization phase. In this phase,
the node floods the network NR times with the AREQ. After
a period TI without listening to AREQs, the node leaves the
initialization phase and inserts on the address filter all the
address received with AREQs. After that, the node starts to
send Hellos with the address filter signature, which is a hash
of the filter. If the node receives any AREQs with the same
address it chose, but with a different sequence number, the
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node waits for a period TT and, then, sends another AREQ.
During the period TT , the node receives more AREQs with
other allocated addresses. Therefore, after TT , the node has a
small probability of choosing again an address already chosen
by another node, which avoids collisions and, consequently,
reduces network control load.
2) Collision Detection in Node Ingresses and in Partition
Mergings: After initialization, nodes start to send Hellos
announcing their address filter signature. Any node which
already has an address filter can receive a request of a node
to join the network and can detect a partition merging based
on the Hellos.
When a node turns on, it listens to the medium for a period
TO . If the node listens to a Hello, the network already exists
and, then, the node knows that it is a joining node. Hence,
the joining node will ask for the first listened node to send
the address filter of the network. To obtain the filter, the
joining node sends an Address Filter message (AF), shown in
Fig. 7(c), to the first listened node. When this node receives
the AF, it checks if bit I is set to 1 to confirm if the message
came from a joining node. If I = 1, the node answers the
request with another AF with bit R set to 1. When the joining
node receives the AF with R = 1, it stores the address filter,
randomly chooses an available address, and floods the network
with an Address Request (AREQ) to allocate the new address.
When the other nodes receive the AREQ, they insert the new
address in their filters and update their filter signatures.
The network merging detection is also based on Hellos
and AFs. Nodes in different partitions choose their address
based only on the set of addresses of their partition. Hence,
nodes in different partitions can select the same address, which
causes collisions after a network merging. In FAP, when a node
receives a Hello, it checks if the filter signature on the message
is the same of its current filter. If it is false, the node knows
that the other node has a different address set. If there is more
than TP seconds since the last partition merging, a network
merging procedure is started. In this procedure, both nodes
exchange AFs to disseminate the filters of the two partitions.
Firstly, the node checks if its IP is greater than the other node
IP, because only the node with the greatest IP can start the
process to avoid that both node sends AF simultaneously with
bit R = 0. If the check is positive, the node sends the AF to the
other node with its current address filter. When the other node
receives the message, it stores the received filter and sends an
AF with the data about its partition to the other node. Then,
both nodes flood their partitions with a Partition message,

shown in Fig. 7(d), to allow that all nodes update their filters
with the other partition data. All nodes must check if they
are on the low priority partition. The low priority partition
is chosen as the shortest partition, which is known based on
the number of bits set to 1 in the filters. If both partitions
are of the same size, the partition of the node that started the
process is chosen as low priority partition. The bit M on the
partition message indicates the partition classification to the
other nodes. The nodes on the low priority partition must check
if their addresses are on the other partition filter, to detect the
collisions. If there is a collision, the node randomly chooses
an available address in both filters and floods the network with
an AREQ to allocate the new address. If the node receives an
AREQ with the same address it has chosen, but with a different
sequence number, it chooses another address, because another
node also chosen the same address. Finally, all nodes merge
the received filter with its own filter, insert the received AREQs
in the new filter, and update the filter signature.
The update of the filter signature after a node ingress
or a partition merging follows rules and requires the field
signatures in the AF. The AF reports the current address
filter and all the current address filter signatures acceptable
by the node sending the message. The nodes store these
extra signatures for a short period to avoid false detections
of network mergings. These false detections would occur if
some node had updated its signature and sent a Hello before
its neighbors have received the new information. Therefore,
this time is needed to guarantee that all nodes have already
received the new information on a node ingress or on a
network merging. After a node ingress or a network merging,
a node can change the signature of its filter in the Hellos only
after TS , when all the other nodes have obtained the new filter.
Besides, the old signature can be discarded only after 2 · TS
when all the nodes have updated their signatures to the new
filter. With this procedure, all the nodes can correctly validate
their filters during the mechanisms that change the address
filter content. If the signature on the Hello is different of their
current filter signatures, but equal to some stored signature,
the nodes will not consider that the neighbor is on another
partition.
3) Nodes Departure: When a node leaves the network, its
address should become available for the joining nodes. In
case the departing node is correctly shut down, it floods the
network with a notification, which would cause the removal
of its address of the address filter of each network node. If
the departing node does not notify the network, the address
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remains allocated on the filters, which can make the available
addresses scarce after many departures. This can be identified
in the address filter by the fraction of bits set to 1 in the
filter. Therefore, every node verify the fraction of bits in 1
in their address filters every time the filter is updated. If
this fraction reaches a threshold, all nodes reset their address
filters and returns to the network initialization. Although the
initialization phase seems to overcharge the network, it is
equivalent in terms of control load to a partition merging
in stateless autoconfiguration protocols, such as the protocol
proposed by Fan and Subramani [6]. To avoid frequent address
filter renews in networks with high occupation of the address
space, there is a minimum period among filter renews, TM .

3
Working

We analyzed FAP, whose state machine is on Fig. 8, to
evaluate possible errors during the address allocation which
could cause an address collision. Errors can occur if two
different nodes generate Address Requests (AREQs) with the
same address and the same sequence number, or if two isolated
partitions have exactly the same filters and try to merge. In the
first case, the joining nodes do not identify that their addresses
are the same, because the message of the other node seems to
the first node like a retransmission of its own message. In the
second case, the partition merging procedure is not started,
because the signatures of the Hellos are the same for both
partitions, and, consequently, the merged network would have
a collision for each of its addresses. Apart from these two
cases, nodes joining the network never cause errors. A joining
node always sends an AREQ, and, when any node already
with an address receives an AREQ, it must check for collision
independent of its current state. Therefore, if two joining nodes
receive at the same time the address filter and choose the same
address, both nodes will change their addresses because each
node will receive the AREQ of the other. Messages losses
also do not cause errors in FAP because they are compensated
by false partition merging procedures. If some node does not
receive an AREQ, its filter will be different from the filter
of the other nodes. This will cause a false partition merging
procedures until all nodes have the same information in their
filters.
The probability of two nodes choosing the same address
and the same sequence number for an AREQ, PA , can be
calculated based on the birthday paradox with r being the
address space plus the sequence number space and n, the
number of simultaneous accesses to the network. Hence,


r−1 r−2
r−n+1
·
···
PA = 1 −
.
(5)
r
r
r

Fig. 9. Probability of collisions of addresses and sequence numbers during
simultaneous accesses to the network.

Fig. 9 shows PA as function of the number of nodes simultaneously trying to access the network, considering host suffixes
of 8 bits. We observe that even for a number of nodes greater
than the number of available addresses, this probability is very
small and negligible.
The probability of two different partitions having the same
address filter was calculated for both Bloom filter and Se-

For the Bloom filter with counters, this probability also
depends on the false-positives. The false-positive probability
of a Bloom filter is greater than the false-positive probability
of the same filter with counters, and then, the probability of
two different partitions have the same Bloom filter (PBF ) is
an upper bound for the case of Bloom filters with counters.
Hence, we calculated the probability of two Bloom filters have
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quence filter. For the Sequence filter, this probability, PSF ,
is calculated based on the probability of two filters having
the same number of elements and on the probability that
two filters with the same number of elements have the same
set of inserted addresses. Let A1 be the set of address of
the first partition, A2 be the set of address of the second
partition, N (x) be the number of elements in set x, and r
be set of available addresses. Hence, A1 ⊂ r, A2 ⊂ r, and
N (A1 ) + N (A2 ) ≤ N (r). Therefore, PSF for the Sequence
filter and for an address space r, is given by
 r2 

PSF =
i=1

r−1
j=1

Cir
.
r−j
Cjr · k=1 Ckr

(6)

the same bits in 1 and in 0 for all possibilities of number of
elements in each filter, which is given by
r−1 r−n m

PBF =
n=1

n =1

i=0

Cim

pi0

(m−i)
p1

i
p 0

(m−i)
p 1

·
·
r−1 r−n
n=1
n =1 1

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF FAP.

, (7)

p0

where p0 and
are the probability of a bit be equal to 0
after n and n insertions on the filter, which is given by Eq. 1,
p1 = 1 − p0 , p1 = 1 − p0 , r is the address space, m is the
size of the filter, and k is the number of hash functions.
Both Equations 6 and 7 are presented on Fig. 10, which
shows that these probabilities are also negligible. Therefore,
FAP is prone to errors due to AREQs collisions or to address
filter collisions in initialization, joining nodes, and partition
merging procedures.
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V. S IMULATION R ESULTS
We implemented FAP in the Network Simulator-2. The
simulations model radio propagation using the Shadowing
model and the Medium Access Control using ns-2 IEEE
802.11 model. These models account for creating a scenario
similar to a real community network, using parameters of
commercial equipments. Therefore, the parameters used for
our simulation are an average transmission range of 18.5 m,
a maximum carrier sense range of 108m, and a density of
0.0121 nodes/m2 [15]. We evaluated the control traffic, the
delays, and the number of address collisions on FAP and on the
other analyzed protocols. We compare FAP with the current
version of Duplicate Address Detection (DAD), because DAD
is the base for many protocols. We also compared FAP with an
improvement of the proposal of Fan and Subramani, which we
call FS in the graphs. The original FS is a stateless protocol,
which uses network identifiers to detect network partitions
and DAD to resolve collisions. In the original proposal,
nodes sum network identifiers in all network mergings, but
this strategy causes instability in the protocol. Therefore, we
improved the protocol performance by choosing the greatest
network identifier in network mergings instead of summing
them, which reduces the number of false partition merging
detections. By comparing FAP with FS, we can examine the
performance impact of the use of the address filters to reduce

Variable
TO
TP
TT
TI
TR
TH
TS
TS 
TM

Description
Bootstrap time
Min. interval between partition merging procedures
Time waiting before changing address
Time waiting for AREQs in the initialization
Interval between replications of flooding messages
Interval between retransmissions of Hellos
Time storing filter signatures of its own partition
Time storing filter signatures of other partitions
Min. interval between filter renews

Value
1s
3s
0.3 s
1.2 s
0.3 s
1s
0.5 s
3s
5s

The protocol parameters are on Table I. These parameters
were chosen based on experiments to increase all the three
protocols performance. Both FAP and FS use Hellos with the
same size, because we assume that both network identifier
and filter signature are composed of 4 bytes. We assume
an address space of 150 addresses and an address space
average occupation of 1/3, which means about 50 nodes in the
network. Therefore, we use the Sequence Filter of 23 bytes.
Network initialization is the first analyzed procedure. We
consider a rectangular space with 49 nodes. All nodes join the
network at the same time and randomly choose their addresses
based on pseudo-random number generators with a different
seed for each node. The average number of collisions on
the initial address set was 8 collisions and, at the end of
the simulation, all protocols resolved all the collisions. The
total load in bytes of the address autoconfiguration protocols
are on Fig. 11(a). DAD has the shortest load with one
transmission of flooding messages, because DAD does not
handle partitions, and, therefore, does not use Hellos. With two
or three transmissions of flooding messages, FAP and DAD
have approximately the same control load, because FAP sends
less AREQs and does not need any AREP, which balances
the use of Hellos. Another reason for the load of FAP being
greater than the load of DAD considering one transmission is
the capacity of FAP to detect message losses. In DAD or FS,
if some message collides and does not reach a node, this node
will not receive the information unless there is a retransmission
of the message that does not collide. This can cause address
collision if the lost message has the same address of the node
which does not receive the message. FAP is robust to message
losses, because if a node does not receive a given address
information, its address filter will be different from the filter
of the other nodes. Hence, false partition union procedures,
caused by losses, will be started until all nodes have the same
address filter. With only one transmission of each message,
there are information losses that are compensated by FAP
with the false partition procedures, but not by DAD or FS,
which explains the difference in load of DAD and FAP. FS has
the worst result because it is stateless, uses Hellos, and does
not handle network initialization with simultaneous ingresses.
When many nodes join the network at the same time, each
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Simulation results for control load, delays and collisions.

node using FS chooses its own network identifier and handles
the neighbors as partitions. Hence, FS has a load up to seven
times greater than the load of FAP.
The delay for allocating address on the network initialization for the three protocols is on Fig. 11(b). The delay
is the time between the simulation start and the reception
of the last address autoconfiguration message for each node.
Nodes cannot establish connections until the end of the address
autoconfiguration, because, during this process, any node can
change its address, which would end the connection. FAP
has the best result for two or three transmissions of flooding
messages, with a reduction of up to 1 s when compared to
DAD and of 15 s when compared to FS. With only one
transmission, the delay of FAP is greater than the delay
of DAD due to the false partition merging procedures to
compensate lost messages.
In the initialization, all the protocols can resolve all the
collisions, but FAP and DAD show the best result in terms of
control load and delays. DAD, however, is a simple protocol
that does not handle network partitions, and both DAD and
FS do not handle message losses.
The second analysis is related to the impact of the number
of nodes in the network. We used again a rectangular space,
simulating a community network, composed of static nodes.
Each node randomly chooses the time to ingress in the network
among 1 and 20 s and the time to leave the network among 20
and 40 s. Again, all the protocols resolved all the collisions
and the results for control load with two transmissions of each

flooding message are on Fig. 11(c). The increase of the number
of nodes impacts all the protocols, because of the floodings
to disseminate messages through the network. FS, however,
suffers a greater influence on the control load than FAP and
DAD, because it floods the network more times due to the
false-positives in the partition merging procedure without the
use of an address filter. In this scenario, FS has a load up to
4.4 greater than the load of FAP.
Mobility effect is analyzed in a scenario of 50x50m and
49 nodes, to evaluate the impact of mobility in the protocols
without the influence of the partition mergings. Each node
in our simulation moves according to the random-way point
model with a pause time of 1 s. We suppose two transmissions
of each flooding message, to reduce the effects of message
losses. The nodes randomly choose the time to ingress in the
network among 1 and 20 s, to simulate a gradual ingress in
the network. None of the protocols suffered with mobility. The
difference among FAP and DAD control load is due to the use
of Hellos and to the joining node ingress procedure in FAP. FS
has a load up to 3.7 times greater than the load of FAP, even
though the ingress of the nodes was gradual, which benefits
FS. Therefore, the use of filters has a great impact on reducing
the control load.
The last analysis is the performance on partition mergings
of the three protocols. We vary the number of partitions
mergings in a static scenario composed of 50 nodes by
activating/deactivating some nodes responsible for connecting
isolated partitions. The nodes on each isolated partition are

activated simultaneously and the nodes that interconnect the
partitions are activate in fixed times. Fig. 11(e) shows the
number of address collisions after the end of the simulation
for one partition merging. DAD, as expected, does not resolve
any collisions, because this protocol was not designed to
control partitions mergings, and, consequently, cannot resolve
collisions created by the partition merging. FAP has no address
collision after all runs, but FS presents collisions when using
only one retransmission of the flooding messages. FAP avoids
this kind of collision because of the mechanism that detects
message losses and start false partition merging procedures
until all the nodes have received the same information. As FS
does not detect message losses, the protocol is efficient only
when more than one transmission of the flooding messages is
used.
Fig. 11(f) depicts the control load of the protocols during
partition merging procedures with each flooding message
being transmitted two times. The control load of the network
initialization is not considered in this analysis. DAD has
almost no control load because it does not detect partition.
The control load of DAD is only composed of the AREQs of
the nodes connecting the partitions. Therefore, this protocol
is inefficient to ad hoc networks, because it cannot avoid
collisions caused by partition mergings. FS has a control load
up to 22 times greater than FAP, because FAP reduces the
number of AREQs during the partition merging. In FAP, only
half or less of the nodes check whether their addresses are
collided and only the nodes with collided address choose a
new address and send an AREQ. In FS, all the nodes of the
network should send an AREQ, and each collision will imply,
at least, one more flooding of the network. By Fig. 11(f),
we can also observe that the number of partitions does not
impact the control load of FAP. The number of AFs increases
with the number of partitions, but these messages are sent in
unicast and do not impact the control load. The number of
AREQs, however, decreases, because the number of nodes in
each partition is shorter, reducing the impact of floodings.
VI. C ONCLUSION
Address assignment in ad hoc networks should be automatic, fast, and without collisions. We proposed a Filterbased Addressing protocol (FAP), which uses address filters
to reduce the control load and the delay to allocate addresses.
Besides, filters allow an accurate partition merging detection
and increase the protocol robustness.
Simulation shows that FAP resolves all the address collisions even during partition mergings. In the initialization of
the network, FAP presents a control load similar to the control
load of DAD, which is a simple protocol that does not handle
partition. Therefore, FAP is an efficient proposal to autoconfigure addresses in the network. Besides, simulation results
show that FAP, when compared to protocols like the proposal
of Fan and Subramani (FS), is less impacted by the increase
of the network size. In the partition merging procedure, FAP
has a control load up to 22 times smaller than the control load
of FS. Moreover, FAP with two transmissions of the flooding

messages reduces the delay in the autoconfiguration even when
compared to DAD.
FAP is robust to messages losses, which is an important
issue for ad hoc networks, which has fading channels and high
bit error rates. In addition, FAP handles nodes joining/leaving
the network and partition mergings in a distributive way, and
is efficient in terms of transmitted messages.
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